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The results of kinetic simulations of magnetic reconnection in Harris current sheets are analyzed. A
range of guide fields is considered to study reconnection in plasmas characterized by differentb
values,b.me /mi . Both an implicit particle-in-cell~PIC! simulation method and a parallel explicit
PIC code are used. Simulations with mass ratios up to the physical value are performed. The
simulations show that the reconnection rate decreases with the guide field and depends weakly on
the mass ratio. The off-diagonal components of the electron pressure tensor break the frozen-in
condition, even in lowb plasmas. In highb plasmas, evidence is presented that whistler waves play
a key role in the fast reconnection physics, while in lowb plasmas the kinetic Alfve´n waves are
important. The in-plane and the out-of-plane ion and electron motion are also considered, showing
that they are influenced by the mass ratio and the plasmab. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768552#

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection causes global changes of the
magnetic field topology and of the plasma properties, and the
conversion of magnetic energy into plasma particle kinetic
energy in form of plasma jetting and plasma heating.1,2 It is
observed to occur in collisionless plasmas over a wide range
of b values: In the geomagnetic tail,3 b@1; the Earth’s
magnetopause,4 b'1; the solar corona,2 laboratory5,6 and
fusion plasmas,1 and astrophysical plasmas,7 b<1.

In the highb case, the geospace environment magnetic
~GEM! reconnection challenge~see Ref. 8 and references
therein! has clarified the physics of fast reconnection. The
primary mechanism by which the frozen-in condition is bro-
ken is given by the nongyrotropic electron pressure terms
~e.g., see Refs. 9 and 10!. The reconnection rate is then en-
hanced thanks to the Hall term, which gives rise to the whis-
tler dynamics and decouples the electron and ion motion
~e.g., see Ref. 8!.

At lower b, the physics of fast reconnection is still under
investigation. Theoretical~e.g., see Ref. 9! and experimental6

results provide strong evidence that fast reconnection still
occurs in lowerb plasmas, but the reconnection rate is re-
duced. However, the scaling of the reconnection rate with the
plasmab and the mass ratio has not been clarified com-
pletely. Theoretical studies11–13have proposed kinetic Alfve´n

wave ~KAW ! dynamics as the mechanism that enables fast
reconnection in lowerb plasmas, but the signature for this
mechanism has been observed only in fluid simulations.14

Recently, forb'1 plasmas, evidence has been presented
that the off-diagonal terms of the electron pressure tensor
break the frozen-in condition15,16 but it is not known what
happens in lowerb plasmas. In lowb plasmas, drift motions
are responsible for a typical asymmetry in the ion and elec-
tron motion in the reconnection plane,9,16 but how the veloci-
ties depend on the mass ratio and plasmab has not been
examined in detail.

The aim of the present paper is to study magnetic recon-
nection in plasmas with differentb values, using kinetic
simulation to study reconnection at low plasmab with mass
ratios up to the physical value. The reconnection process is
simulated using two particle-in-cell~PIC! codes, which
model both kinetic ions and electrons. One is CELESTE3D,
an implicit PIC code,17–19 which is particularly suitable for
large scale simulations with high mass ratios, and the other
NPIC, a two-dimensional massively parallel explicit
code,20,21 which is much more expensive to run but which
resolves all scales. The initial condition is a perturbed Harris
sheet equilibrium and the system is permitted to evolve
freely. The plasmab is changed by varying the intensity of
the initial guide field, ranging fromb@1 ~no guide field
case!, to b,1 ~strong guide field!.

It should be remarked that other physical systems have
been considered in the literature in order to study reconnec-
tion in low b plasmas.14,22–24Nishimuraet al.22 consider a
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sheet pinch equilibrium23 and analyze the growth of tearing
and Buneman instabilities. Drakeet al.24 simulate a thin
double current layer in three dimensions, in which the total
magnetic fieldB and density are constant. The simulations
show the development of turbulence that collapses in struc-
tures where the electron density is depleted. Rogerset al.14

consider fluid simulations of wider current layers and point
out that both the totalb and theb based on the reconnecting
field @bx58pn0(Ti1Te)/Bx0

2 , whereBx0 is the asymptotic
reconnecting field# play an important role in determining the
structure of the out-of-plane field and pressure profiles.~In
our simulations, the totalb is varied, whilebx is held fixed.!
The conclusions described in the literature above do not ap-
ply directly to our results because they are based on different
equilibria.

Our simulations yield several new results. First, we de-
termine the scaling of the reconnection rate with large guide
fields and high mass ratios. Second, we identify the mecha-
nism by which the frozen-in condition is broken in the pres-
ence of a strong guide field, a crucial problem in the physics
of reconnection. Third, we analyze the influence of the guide
field on the in-plane and out-of-plane ion and electron ve-
locities. Fourth and final, we demonstrate through our fully
kinetic simulations with a strong guide field the typical elec-
tron density pattern related to the KAW dynamics previously
predicted by theoretical studies12 and shown by fluid
simulations.14

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the physical problem and the numerical approach. Section III
presents the results of the simulations, studies the mechanism
for reconnection, analyzes the motion of ions and electrons,
and examines the scaling of the reconnection rate with the
mass ratio and the guide field.

II. THE SIMULATIONS

A Harris current sheet is considered in the (x,z) plane,25

with an initial magnetic field given by

B0~z!5B0 tanh~z/l!ex1By0ey . ~1!

The Harris configuration is an exact Vlasov equilibrium
with ion and electron distributions given by

f 0s5
n0 sech2~z/l!

p3/2v th,s
3 expF2

vx
21~vy2Vs0!21vz

2

v th,s
2 G

1
nb

p3/2v th,s
3 expS 2

v2

v th,s
2 D , ~2!

where Vs0 is the drift velocity andv th,s5A2Ts /ms is the
thermal velocity.

The current carried by speciess is given by

Js5qsn0Vs0 sech2~z/l! ~3!

and the plasma density given by

n0~z!5n0 sech2~z/l!1nb . ~4!

The GEM physical parameters are used.8 The tempera-
ture ratio is Ti /Te55, the current sheet thickness isl
50.5di , the background density isnb50.2n0 , the ion drift

velocity in they direction isVi051.67VA , whereVA is the
Alfvén velocity defined with the densityn0 and the fieldB0 ,
and Ve0 /Vi052Te /Ti . The equilibrium current is mostly
carried by ions becauseVi0525Ve0 . The ion inertial
length,di5c/vpi , is defined using the densityn0 .

The standard GEM challenge is modified by introducing
an initially uniform guide fieldBy5By0 (By050,B0 ,5B0),
which eliminates the line of null magnetic field forBy0Þ0.
Different mass ratios are used,mi /me525 ~standard GEM
mass ratio!, mi /me5180, and the physical mass ratio for
hydrogenmi /me51836. Following Ref. 8, the Harris equi-
librium is modified by introducing an initial flux perturbation
in the form

Ay52Ay0 cos~2px/Lx!cos~pz/Lz!, ~5!

with Ay050.1B0c/vpi . The perturbation introduces in the
Harris current sheet a seed magnetic island withX point at
x50 and z50. This magnetic island develops and grows
during reconnection.

The boundary conditions for the particles and fields are
periodic in thex direction. Conducting boundary conditions
are imposed for the fields at thez boundaries while reflecting
boundary conditions are used for the particles.

The simulations shown in the present paper are per-
formed using two PIC codes, CELESTE3D, an implicit PIC
code, and NPIC, an explicit simulation code. The implicit
PIC method, and particularly the code CELESTE3D, has
been applied to many problems in plasma physics in one
dimension,26 in two dimensions,10,18,27–30 and three
dimensions.31–33 NPIC has been used to study the dynamics
of thin current layers.34,35

CELESTE3D solves the full set of Maxwell–Vlasov
equations using the implicit moment method.17–19 The im-
plicit moment method allows simulations on ion length and
time scales, while retaining the kinetic effects on these scales
for both electrons and ions. Both Maxwell’s equations and
the particle equations of motion are discretized implicitly in
time. With large time steps, the discretized equations model a
quasineutral plasma, in which random fluctuations in the
electrostatic field are much reduced compared with an ex-
plicit solution with the same number of particles, and smooth
solutions are obtained with a relatively small number of par-
ticles per cell.

The explicit plasma simulation code NPIC is based on a
well-known explicit electromagnetic algorithm.20,21 Max-
well’s equations are advanced in time using either a simple
explicit algorithm21 or a semi-implicit method that permits

TABLE I. Decrease of the error in the energy conservation,DE(t)
5@Etot(t)2Etot(0)#/Etot(0), at timetvci540 when the time step is reduced.
We consider a set of CELESTE3D simulations withmi /me525, By /By0

55, 64364 grid points, and 200 particles per cell. The NPIC energy con-
servation is shown for comparison.

Dtvpi DE

0.30 0.096
0.15 0.034
0.08 0.009
0.03 22.231024

Explicit ~0.014! 5.631024
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the time step to exceed the Courant limit.20 This corresponds
to an implicit treatment of light waves, while the rest of the
algorithm remains explicit and the electron plasma frequency
and cyclotron motion are fully resolved. In this manuscript,
all simulations at low mass ratiomi /me525 were performed
with the simple explicit version of the field solver, while two
of the simulations at higher mass ratio (mi /me5180, By0

50, B0) were performed with the semi-implicit version of
the field solver with a time step approximately three times
larger than the Courant limit. For the strong guide field high
mass ratio case (mi /me5180, By055B0), the simple ex-
plicit field solver was employed since the time constraint
imposed by the guide field on the particle mover is more
limiting. Extensive comparisons between the two versions of
the field solver have revealed no significant differences.
NPIC is run on a parallel computer using domain decompo-
sition with calls to the Message Passing Interface~MPI! li-
brary.

The explicit simulation is much more expensive because
it must observe the time step limit,Dt,2/vpe , and the mesh
spacing required to avoid the finite grid instability,Dx
<2lDe , with vpe and lDe denoting the electron plasma
frequency and Debye length. The implicit simulations must
respect an accuracy condition,v th,eDt,Dx, whose principal
effect is to determine how well energy is conserved~see
Table I!. In general, the accuracy condition permits much
largerDx andDt than possible with explicit methods.

Explicit PIC simulations with higher mass ratios can be
very expensive. The cost of an explicit simulation on ion
time and space scales varies with the ion to electron mass
ratio as (mi /me)

(d12)/2, where d is the number of spatial
dimensions.36 For example, in two dimensions, a simulation

of the GEM challenge withmi /me51836 is more than 5000
times as expensive as one withmi /me525 if the explicit
method is used. An implicit simulation, which scales as
(mi /me)

1/2, is much less expensive.~The time step can be
kept constant with respect to the ion plasma frequency and
the ratiovci /vpi is scaled as (mi /me)

1/2, in order to main-
tain the ratiosr i /L and v th,e /c constant.10! However, the
explicit PIC method resolves all relevant scales within the
plasma, and with a massively parallel computer, now even
high mass ratio simulations are becoming feasible in two
dimensions. The explicit simulations reported here stretch
the limit of the current computational resources; 128 proces-
sors on the Los Alamos Q-machine were used. The implicit
simulations, by comparison, are run on a commodity PC with
a single Pentium IV processor.

The simulation parameters for CELESTE3D, with
mi /me525, are aNx3Nz564364 grid, with time step
vpiDt50.3, and 25 particles per species per cell, for a total
of 23105 computational particles. For high mass ratios, the
simulations are performed by CELESTE3D with the same
simulation parameters, except for themi /me51836 case
where the time step is reduced tovpiDt50.1.

The simulation parameters for NPIC, withmi /me525,
are aNx3Nz510243512 grid, 1043106 computational par-
ticles and a time step corresponding tovpiDt50.029 for
By050, B0 , and vpiDt50.014 atBy055B0 . For the high
mass ratio casesmi /me5180, the simulation parameters are
Nx3Nz5256031280, 13109 particles, and a time step
vpiDt50.019 for By050, B0 , and vpiDt50.0064 atBy0

55B0 . For the caseBy055B0 andmi /me525, a more de-
tailed explicit simulation with gridNx3Nz5307231536 has
been performed, with time stepvpiDt50.0065, and with 1

FIG. 1. The reconnected flux is plotted
for mi /me525 and By050 ~a!,
mi /me525 andBy05B0 ~b!, mi /me

525 andBy055B0 ~c!, mi /me5180
andBy050 ~d!, mi /me5180 andBy0

5B0 ~e!, mi /me5180 andBy055B0

~f!, mi /me51836 and By050 ~g!,
mi /me51836 andBy05B0 ~h!, and
mi /me51836 andBy055B0 ~i!. The
reconnected flux is normalized to
B0c/vpi . The results from
CELESTE3D ~solid line! and NPIC
~dashed! are plotted.
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3109 particles. In comparison to the simulations with grid
Nx3Nz510243512, the latter simulation does resolve the
electron gyroradius, with grid spacingDx5Dz50.016L and
re50.032L.

In general, as is discussed below the results from the two
codes agree for the mass ratiosmi /me525,180.
CELESTE3D is also used to simulate the physical mass ratio
mi /me51836. No comparison with NPIC is possible for this
case, since only CELESTE3D can do this problem.

In conclusion, the strength of our approach is that it is
based on two independent codes with complementary capa-
bilities. It should be remarked that this degree of verification
is rarely observed in the literature.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A set of simulations is performed, using different mass
ratios (mi /me525, mi /me5180, andmi /me51836) and
different guide fields: the standard GEM challenge with
By050, By05B0 , and By055B0 , corresponding tob5`,
b51.2, andb50.048, in the center of the current sheet
@b58p(n01nb)(Ti1Te)/By0

2 #.
In all cases, the typical evolution of the magnetic flux

and the out-of-plane current is similar to the picture of mag-
netic reconnection in the absence of a guide field provided
by the GEM challenge project~e.g., in Ref. 18!. In particular,
in the presence of a guide field reconnection still occurs but
it requires a longer time and saturates at a lower level. The
current is considerably more filamentary and peaks of nega-
tive current appear which are not present in the standard
GEM challenge with no guide field.

In Fig. 1, the reconnection flux as a function of time for
both NPIC and CELESTE3D simulations are shown. The
reconnected flux is measured as the flux differenceDC be-
tween theX and theO points. Simulations are performed
with mi /me525,180,1836 with the implicit PIC code
CELESTE3D and withmi /me525,180 for the explicit PIC
code NPIC. All the simulations show a similar evolution.
After slow initial growth, which lasts untiltvci'10 ~or
longer, for higher guide fields!, reconnection enters a fast
phase that persists until the saturation level is reached. Dur-
ing the fast reconnection phase, both NPIC and
CELESTE3D~when simulations with enhanced spatial reso-
lution are performed! show multiple small scale islands,
which merge at later time into a single island. The saturation
level decreases with the guide field, because the out-of-plane
magnetic field influences the plasma motion reducing its
compressibility.

The reconnection rates that best fit the fast reconnection
phase are listed in Table II for CELESTE3D and in Table III
for NPIC. In general, the reconnection rate decreases as the

guide field increases for all values of the mass ratio, as the
fast reconnection mechanism becomes less efficient in low-b
plasmas. Both CELESTE3D and NPIC show that the recon-
nection rate increases weakly with the mass ratio for all the
guide fields considered.

For the reconnected flux, the results of the explicit and
implicit simulations agree remarkably well for both mass
ratios and all the guide fields. As Tables II and III show, the
two codes give reconnection rates within 5% of each other.
Also, the saturation levels are similar in the two codes. It
should be remarked that, in some cases, the fast reconnection
phase starts later in explicit simulations. The later start is due
to the reduced initial noise in the explicit simulation because
of a much larger number of particles.

A study of sensitivity of the explicit simulation to the
simulation parameters is shown in Fig. 2. The reconnected
flux is plotted formi /me525 andBy055 as a function of
time, for two NPIC simulations: the standard resolution
simulation (Nx3Nz510243512 grid, vpiDt50.014, and
23105 particles! and the higher resolution simulation that
does resolve the electron gyromotion (Nx3Nz53072
31536 grid, vpiDt50.0065, and 13109 particles!. The
slope of the two is very similar in both runs. The only no-
ticeable difference is a later start of the fast reconnection
phase for the higher resolution case, confirming that an in-
creased number of particles~i.e., a reduced initial noise!
postpones the fast reconnection phase.

The energy associated with the different components of
the magnetic field, and the electron and ion kinetic energy
are plotted in Fig. 3. The reconnection process causes a de-
crease of the total magnetic energy, because thex component
of the magnetic field is destroyed by the reconnection pro-

FIG. 2. The reconnected flux is plotted formi /me525 andBy055 as a
function of time, for two NPIC simulations:Nx3Nz510243512 grid,
vpiDt50.014, and 23105 particles ~solid!; Nx3Nz5307231536 grid,
vpiDt50.0065, and 13109 particles~dashed!.

TABLE II. Averaged reconnection rates, normalized toB0VA /c, as a func-
tion of the guide field and the mass ratio from CELESTE3D.

mi /me525 mi /me5180 mi /me51836

By0 /B050 0.179 0.190 0.206
By0 /B051 0.141 0.164 0.182
By0 /B055 0.086 0.099 0.113

TABLE III. Averaged reconnection rates, normalized toB0VA /c, as a func-
tion of the guide field and the mass ratio from NPIC.

mi /me525 mi /me5180

By0 /B050 0.176 0.199
By0 /B051 0.144 0.163
By0 /B055 0.091 0.106
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cess. In particular our results show that, while the energy
related to they component of the magnetic field is almost
constant~it slightly increases in theBy50, B0 case!, theBx

field energy decreases, and the energy of thez component of
the magnetic field, which is created during the reconnection
process, grows. The lost magnetic energy is transferred to the
ions and electrons in form of kinetic energy.

In the following section, the mechanism which leads to
the breakup of the frozen-in condition for electrons is ana-
lyzed, and the general motion of ions and electrons depend-
ing on the guide field is studied. Finally, the mechanism of
fast reconnection is pointed out, when the whistler dynamics
are suppressed by the presence of the guide field.

A. Violation of the frozen-in condition

The frozen-in condition is a characteristic property of
ideal magnetohydrodynamics~MHD! plasmas, which forces
plasma and magnetic fields to move together. As long as the
frozen-in condition is satisfied, the magnetic field topology
cannot change and reconnection cannot take place.1 Recon-
nection cannot occur unless some mechanism breaks the
frozen-in condition. Once the frozen-in condition is broken,
the plasma particles can move relative to the magnetic field,
and the magnetic field lines can reconnect and change their
topology.

Fundamentally, the frozen-in condition follows from the
assumption of ideal plasmas, where Ohm’s law reduces to
ideal terms only. However, in collisionless plasmas the com-
plete Ohm’s law includes a number of terms neglected in the
ideal MHD limit that can be significant and can potentially
break the frozen-in condition. The complete Ohm’s law
states that the reconnection electric field, which is propor-

tional to the reconnection rate, can be expressed as~e.g., see
Ref. 1!

Ey,rec52
1

c
~vzeBx2vxeBz!2

1

ene
S ]Pxye

]x
1

]Pyze

]z D
2

me

e S ]vye

]t
1vxe

]vye

]x
1vze

]vye

]z D , ~6!

where the resistive term is not included, since it is rigorously
zero in collisionless plasmas.

At the X point, the magnetic field componentsBx andBz

vanish and the only contributions to the reconnection electric
field are given by gradients of the off-diagonal terms of the
electron pressure and electron inertial effects. A considerable
debate has taken place in the literature among supporters of
one or the other of the two mechanisms.

In the zero guide field case, the general consensus is that
the off-diagonal terms of the pressure tensor are the main
players, while the electron inertia is negligible. Kutnetsova
et al.37 show that the electrons become demagnetized near
the X point, at distances comparable to the electron mean-
dering lengths,

dxe5F c2meTe

e2~]Bz /]x!2G1/4

, dze5F c2meTe

e2~]Bx /]z!2G1/4

, ~7!

and execute a bounce motion which results in the presence of
off-diagonal terms of the electron pressure tensor. In this
case, the off-diagonal terms of the electron pressure are most
important in breaking the frozen-in condition.9,10

In the presence of a guide field, no established result has
yet been agreed upon. Evidence has been given that the elec-

FIG. 3. Plotted are the relative varia-
tion of the total energy of the plasma,
@Etot(t)2Etot(0)#/Etot(0) ~a!; the energy
of the y component of the magnetic
field, EBy ~b!; the energy of thex com-
ponent of the magnetic field,EBx ~c!;
the energy of thez component of the
magnetic field,EBz ~d!; the electron
kinetic energy,Ekin,e ~e!, and the ion
kinetic energy, Ekin,i ~f! for the
CELESTE3D simulation withmi /me

525, vpiDt50.08, and By055B0 .
The energies are normalized to
EBx(0).
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tron pressure is still the mechanism that allows reconnection
in presence of a weak guide field (By050.3B0 , By0

50.8B0).15,16 In the present work we consider larger guide
fields and investigate what mechanism breaks the frozen-in
condition.

Figures 4 and 5 show the nonideal part of out-of-plane
electric field @i.e., Ey1(vzeBx2vxeBz)/c, which is the dif-
ference between the electric fieldEy and the ideal termsve

3B/c], and the contribution of the electron pressure terms

close to theX point during the reconnection process. Simu-
lations performed by NPIC~Fig. 4! and CELESTE3D~Fig.
5! with the guide fieldsBy050, By05B0 , andBy055B0 are
considered for a mass ratiomi /me525.

In the By050 case, we confirm the previous findings
predicting that the electron pressure tensor is the dominant
contribution at theX point ~e.g., see Refs. 9 and 10! on a
scale length of the order of the electron meandering length.10

For By05B0 and By055B0 , the symmetry of the

FIG. 4. ~Color online!. For mi /me

525, results from NPIC are shown for
the nonideal part of the reconnection
electric field, Ey1(vzeBx2vxeBz)/c,
~a,c,e! and electron pressure contribu-
tion to the electric field ~b,d,f!,
21/ene(]Pxye /]y1]Pzye/]z). Both
plots are color coded, and normalized
to B0VA /c. The magnetic field lines
are plotted in all frames and the guide
fields areBy050 ~a,b!, By05B0 ~c,d!,
and By055B0 ~e,f!. Ey is normalized
to B0VA /c. The results are plotted at a
time whenDC51. The data are aver-
aged over 100 time slices separated by
10 time intervals withDtvpi50.014.

FIG. 5. ~Color online!. The corre-
sponding results to Fig. 4 from
CELESTE3D are shown. The data are
averaged over a moving window of
100 time steps, withDtvpi50.03.
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break-up region seen in theBy050 case is lost and is re-
placed by a more complex nonsymmetric structure. Figures 4
and 5 show that the electron pressure is the dominant non-
ideal term withBy05B0 andBy055B0 .

It should be remarked that the out-of-plane electron ve-
locity evaluated from both simulations shows that electron
inertia alone cannot be responsible for the break-up mecha-
nism. Figure 6, which shows results for the casemi /me

525 andBy055B0 from NPIC, allows one to study the con-
tributions to the nonideal electric field@plotted in Fig. 6~a!#.
In Fig. 6~b! are shown the off-diagonal terms of the electron
pressure tensor, in Fig. 6~c! the convective inertial terms,
vxe]vye /]x1vze]vye /]z, and in Fig. 6~d! the inertial term,
computed as the difference between the nonideal electric
field and the pressure contribution. As in the zero guide field
case, the pressure terms dominate in the region closest to the
X point, while the inertia terms are relevant at intermediate
lengths. The contribution of the term]vye /]t appears small
because Figs. 6~c! and 6~d! are similar. The ideal terms give
the main contribution far away from the reconnection region.
According to these results, the importance of the pressure
terms does not decrease in presence of a guide field. How-
ever, the spatial thickness of the region in which these terms
dominate is of orderre and thus decreases with increasing
guide field.

If the off-diagonal terms of the pressure tensor are in-
deed responsible for breaking the frozen-in condition and
allowing electrons to move relative to the magnetic field
lines, thereby enabling reconnection to take place, what is
the cause of the presence of off-diagonal terms of the pres-
sure tensor in the first place?

To study the origin of off-diagonal terms of the pressure
tensor, the simple approximations upon which most fluid
models are based are no longer valid. More advanced fluid

models incorporating the presence of off-diagonal terms for
the pressure tensor have been recently designed to study the
specific issue being considered here.15 Based on the theoret-
ical derivations, the off-diagonal components of the pressure
are generated by gradients of the electron flow velocity in the
y direction and by differences in the diagonal terms of the
pressure tensor

Pxye52
Pzze

vce

]vye

]z
1

Bx

By
~Pyye2Pzze!, ~8!

Pyze52
Pxxe

vce

]vye

]x
1

Bz

By
~Pyye2Pxxe!, ~9!

where the heat flux has been ignored. It is assumed thatBy

@Bx andBy@Bz , that the diagonal components of the pres-
sure tensor are much larger than the off-diagonal compo-
nents, and thatt@L/ve , wheret is a typical evolution scale,
ve is a typical electron velocity, andL is a typical scale
length.

For theBy055B0 case, Fig. 7 compares the actual value
of Pxye and Pyze obtained from the simulation, with the
value computed from Eqs.~8! and~9!, for the NPIC simula-
tion. Once again, there is a good agreement between the
simulation results and the theoretical predictions. The contri-
bution to the off-diagonal terms in Eqs.~8! and~9! have been
evaluated separately. It has been found thatPzze/vce]vye /]z
plays an important role in the evaluation ofPxye, while the
contribution of Pxxe/vce]vye /]x is not important toPyze

and thusPyze'Bz(Pyye2Pxxe)/By . CELESTE3D confirms
these findings.

For By050 the results of the two codes are in very good
agreement, although NPIC results are more refined because
of the higher number of particles. ForBy05B0 and By0

55B0 , the results of the two codes need further discussion.

FIG. 6. ~Color online!. Contributions
to the nonideal reconnection electric
field Ey1(vzeBx2vxeBz)/c ~normal-
ized toB0VA /c) ~a! given by electron
pressure terms (]Pxye /]y
1]Pzye/]z) ~b!; vxe]vye /]x
1vze]vye /]z ~c! and by all the inertia
terms, evaluated as the difference be-
tween the nonideal electric field and
the pressure contribution.~d! We con-
sider mi /me525, By055B0 . The re-
sults are plotted at a time whenDC
51. These results are from NPIC, and
represent average over 100 time slices
separated each other by a time step
Dtvpi50.14.
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Both NPIC and CELESTE3D do indicate that the contribu-
tion of the electron pressure tensor is responsible for the
breakup of the frozen-in condition for all the guide fields.
Moreover, the numerical value of the nonideal electric field
at theX point and its pressure contribution, which is equal to
the reconnection rate, are similar in the explicit and implicit
simulations. However, only the higher spatial grid resolution
of NPIC reveals that the characteristic thickness of the
break-up region is of the order of a fewre in presence of a
guide field, while the implicit moment method spreads out
the electron diffusion region from the electron gyroradius to
a scale linked to the grid spacing.

As an aside, it should be pointed out that implicit simu-
lations withBy055B0 that explore the electron break-up re-
gion are computationally very expensive, as they require the
temporal resolution of the electron gyromotion.

B. Ion and electron motion

WhenBy050, the ions and electronsE3B drift towards
theX point along thez direction~see, e.g., Ref. 9!. The ions
become demagnetized at distances of the order of a fewdi ,
because of the Hall effect, are accelerated along they direc-
tion by the reconnection electric fieldEy and flow outwards
in the x direction at the Alfve´n speed, where they are di-
verted by theBz magnetic field. The electrons follow a simi-
lar flow pattern, except that they are demagnetized at shorter
distances, of the order of the electron meandering lengths
@see Eq.~7!#, and are expelled at super-Alfve´nic velocities.
The whole ion and electron motion is up-down and left-right
symmetric.

The presence of a guide field rotates theE3B motion,
causes ions and electrons to drift in directions not otherwise
possible, and destroys the symmetry with respect to thez

50 axes. In Figs. 8 and 9, the ion and electron motion in the
(x,z) plane is represented in the presence of a guide field.

In all cases, the ions are diverted when they approach the
X point in an antisymmetric way with respect to thex50

FIG. 7. ~Color online!. The actual off-
diagonal terms of the electron pressure
tensor from the NPIC simulation with
mi /me525 andBy055B0 are plotted.
Shown arePxye ~a!, andPzye ~c!, and
their values computed from Eqs.~8!
~b! and ~9! ~d!. The results are plotted
at a time whenDC51. The data are
averaged over 100 time slices sepa-
rated by a time stepDtvpi50.14.

FIG. 8. Ion ~a! and electron~b! motion in the (x,z) plane is shown for
mi /me525 andBy05B0 . The results are plotted at a time whenDC51.
These results are from CELESTE3D. The velocity vector magnitude is pro-
portional to the arrow length, and the maximum magnitude is 0.70VA for
ions and 4.06VA for electrons.
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line. Their outflow motion is primarily alongx. The outflow
region becomes smaller as the guide field increases. The
electron dynamics are completely different and depend
strongly on the guide field. In theBy05B0 case~Fig. 8!

electrons exhibit a strong flow along the separatrix. The mo-
tion is inward in the first and third quadrant, and outward in
the second and fourth quadrants. Our simulation confirms the
asymmetric motion of the electrons, which has been shown
theoretically to have an important role in the reconnection
process.11–13 In the presence of a stronger guide field,By0

55B0 ~Fig. 9!, the electrons flow with a similar pattern to
theBy05B0 case, but the in-plane motion is more localized.

The electron motion along they direction ~i.e., the out-
of-plane direction of the guide field! is also affected by the
guide field. This is shown in Fig. 10, where CELESTE3D
and NPIC results are compared. WhenBy050, the ions are
accelerated by the reconnection electric fieldEy at the X
point along they direction. However, theBz field diverts the
electrons, decreasing they velocity, and forcing the outflow
in the x direction. In the presence of a guide field, even far
from theX point, the electrons maintain a significant velocity
in they direction, as they flow along the magnetic field. The
electron motion is concentrated at the separatrix and they
velocity increases with the guide field.

Figure 11 shows the details of the electron distribution
function. The histograms represent the distribution of the ve-
locity vx , vy , and vz in a region close to theX point, for
different guide fields. In particular, thevy distribution shows
the presence of a drift that increases with the guide field.
Moreover, in the caseBy055B0 , the presence of the back-
ground population is shown by a peak in the distribution near
vy050.

CELESTE3D results38 reveal also a dependence of the
out-of-plane velocity on the mass ratio, showing that lighter
electrons reach higher velocities.

FIG. 9. Ion ~a! and electron~b! motion in the (x,z) plane is shown for
mi /me525 andBy055B0 . The results are plotted at a time whenDC
51. These results are from CELESTE3D. The velocity vector magnitude is
proportional to the arrow length, and the maximum magnitude is 0.88VA for
ions and 1.01VA for electrons.

FIG. 10. ~Color online!. The electron
velocity vye is shown at a time when
DC51, for By050 ~a,b!, By05B0

~c,d!, By055B0 ~e,f!, and mass ratio
mi /me525. These results are from
CELESTE3D~a,c,e! and NPIC~b,d,f!.
vye is normalized toVA .
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C. Fast reconnection mechanism

One of the main new development in the understanding
of reconnection in the last few years has been the discovery
of the importance of the presence of both an ion diffusion
region and an electron diffusion region~see, e.g., Ref. 39!. In
the ion diffusion region, the electrons and the ions uncouple
and while the electrons continue to be bound to the field lines
by the frozen-in condition, the ions can flow freely. In the
smaller electron diffusion region, the electrons become un-
coupled as well and the reconnection process can change the
topology of the field lines.

In Sec. III A, the mechanism active in the inner layer and
responsible for uncoupling the electrons from the magnetic
field has been studied and has been identified with the off-
diagonal terms of the pressure tensor. In the present section,
attention is focused on the outer layer, which is responsible
for uncoupling the ions.

When By050, the Hall term in Ohm’s lawJ3B de-
couples electron and ion motion and strongly enhances the
reconnection rate. Because of the Hall effect, ion motion
decouples from the electrons and the magnetic field at a dis-
tance of the order ofdi and the whistler dynamics are en-
abled. The whistler waves have a quadratic dispersion rela-
tion (v}k2),11 and a characteristic group speed that is
inversely proportional to the length scale of the process. The
dispersion is an essential component of Hall reconnection
physics. As the scales are compressed within the ion layer,
the outflow speed increases to balance the higher whistler
wave speed, leading to a scale invariant reconnection rate.
Thus, unlike the Sweet–Parker model where the outflow is
limited by the Alfvén speed, the presence of the quadratic
dispersion relation allows outflows from the inner electron

layer at much higher speeds, thereby enabling fast reconnec-
tion. The mechanism is now well established and described
in textbooks and articles, for example Refs. 1 and 40 give
full descriptions. The typical signature of the Hall effect is
the presence of a quadrupolar out-of-plane magnetic
field,41,42 which has also been observed by some satellite
observations.3

At low b, the whistler dynamics are pushed to smaller
scales,11–13 because of magnetic field compression,By0“"v,
which remains finite even if the motion is almost incom-
pressible. Providedb.me /mi @i.e., rs.de , rs

25c2mi(Te

1Ti)/e
2By0

2 ], parallel gradients of the electron pressure due
to variations in electron density,¹ine , support a parallel
electric field.12 The dispersion corresponds to KAW, and is
similar to the dispersion of the whistler wave (v}k2). Thus
fast reconnection is possible through the same mechanism
described above.

The KAWs are characterized by a scale lengthrs , which
replacesdi as the spatial scale of interest in presence of a
guide field, and a quadrupolar density structure.12 The elec-
tron density variation is due to an ion polarization drift,
which causes the electron density gradient to reverse direc-
tion across theX point as the vertical magnetic field lines
change polarity. Consequently, there is a quadrupolar pattern
to the electron density and a parallel electric field that allows
the ions to flow acrossB and reconnection to occur. This
process happens on the scale lengthrs . The electron density
pattern in the presence of a guide field from a simulation is
plotted in Fig. 12. The quadrupolar structure close to the
reconnection region is as predicted, and has not been ob-
served previously in kinetic simulations.

FIG. 11. Distribution of the electron
velocities vx , vy , and vz , from
CELESTE3D simulations with
mi /me525 and By050 ~a–c!, By0

5B0 ~d–f!, andBy055B0 ~g–i!. The
results are plotted at a time when
DC51. The distributions consider the
electrons located in the region of size
Dx52c/vpi and Dz50.5c/vpi

around theX point.
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At still lower b (b,me /mi), ions and electrons are
tightly coupled, ions are forced to follow the electron dy-
namics, and fast reconnection is not possible. We have re-
stricted our simulations to plasmabs for which fluid models
predict fast reconnection. Our systematic kinetic study of fast
reconnection as a function of the plasmab confirms the fluid
results.

In Fig. 13, the out-of-plane magnetic field during the
reconnection process is plotted for different mass ratios and
different guide fields. In the zero guide field case, the out-of-
plane magnetic field presents the typical quadrupolar sym-
metric structure due to the Hall effect. When a guide field is
added to the initial Harris sheet equilibrium, the out-of-plane
magnetic field is dramatically altered. The quadrupolar struc-
ture due to the Hall effect, is weakened and tilted atBy0

5B0 , and is unidentifiable forBy055B0 . Even if the pat-
tern of the magnetic field does not depend on the mass ratios,
the maximum and minimum values are affected.

The width of the ion outflow region is shown in Fig. 14
for three different guide fields, by examining thex compo-
nent of the ion velocity,vxi . It is remarkable that for all

guide fields, the ion outflow pattern is not influenced by the
mass ratios. It follows that, at least for the range of guide
fields studied, there is a mechanism that decouples the ion
and electron dynamics~the electron dynamics depend on the
mass ratio!. Without a guide field, the outflow region is of
the order of a fewdi . In the presence of the guide field
By05B0 , the outflow width decreases, and with a stronger
guide field,By055B0 , the outflow region is narrower~Fig.
14!. We note also that the scale length of interest,rs , of this
regime decreases when the guide field increases.

As Tables II and III show, the reconnection rate de-
creases as the guide field increases and the fast reconnection
mechanism transitions occur from whistler dynamics to
KAW dynamics. Experimental results confirm this trend6 as
well as previous numerical results.9 A scaling law for the
reconnection rate has been proposed with this same
property.43

The reconnection rate shows only a weak dependence on
the mass ratio. ForBy050, Shay and Drake39 have demon-
strated that the reconnection rate is insensitive to the physics
that breaks the frozen-in condition. Consequently, the rate is

FIG. 12. ~Color online!. The electron
density ne is plotted for mi /me525
andBy055B0 at time tvci530 in the
reconnection region. The results are
from CELESTE3D~a! and NPIC~b!.

FIG. 13. ~Color online!. The magnetic
field, By , is shown whenDC51, for
By050 ~a,b!, By05B0 ~c,d!, By0

55B0 ~e,f!, and mass ratiomi /me

525 ~a,c,e!, mi /me51836 ~b,d,f!.
These results are from CELESTE3D.
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insensitive to the electron mass. This is confirmed by previ-
ous kinetic calculations extended to the physical mass ratio
in Ref. 10.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

By performing kinetic simulations of Harris current
sheets with different guide fields and different mass ratios,
the physics of magnetic reconnection in plasmas character-
ized by differentb values has been studied.

A main result of these simulations is the scaling of the
reconnection rate with the guide field and the mass ratio, up
to physical values. As in the case of highb plasmas, the
mechanism which breaks the electron frozen-in condition is
provided by the off-diagonal terms of the electron pressure
tensor. The simulations extend the results to high guide
fields, and demonstrate that the scale length of the diffusion
region passes from the electron meandering length forBy0

50 to the electron gyroradius as the guide field increases.
The simulations indicate that the mechanism that allows fast
reconnection changes withb. For highb, the typical quadru-
polar structure of the out-of-plane magnetic field associated
with whistler dynamics is present in the simulations. This
mechanism decouples electrons and ions. At lowb ~high
guide fields!, KAW dynamics decouples electron and ions.
The quadrupolar electron density pattern which characterizes
KAW as predicted theoretically and by fluid models is ob-
served in the simulations. The presence of a guide field
causes additional components of theE3B drift, which
modify the ion and electron motion causing asymmetric
plasma flow.

The implicit and the explicit codes agree on the recon-
nection rate and the total reconnected flux, the structure of
the out-of-plane magnetic field, and the electron velocity.

Even though electron scales are not resolved by
CELESTE3D, the electron gyrotropic pressure contributions
are still clearly responsible for breaking the frozen-in condi-
tion, but they are distributed over a more extended spatial
scale.

In closing, we note that an experimental setup has been
built to study experimentally the dependence of reconnection
on the guide field5 and we plan to compare our simulation
results with the experiments.
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